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Formatting Guidelines
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Sample of Writing Folio Format

The text here should be left aligned and the prose inclusions should be 1 ½ line spaced and poetry
texts must be single line spaced, with a line space between stanzas, if applicable.
Don’t forget to indent new paragraphs in prose works (except for the first paragraph and any
new paragraphs that start a time shift or new section. Remember all new lines of dialogue must
also be indented as below:
“Please do not forget to indent and punctuate your dialogue correct,” the teacher said to the
students.
“Do we have to?” they asked.
“If you don’t you will compromise your Criterion 1 results.”
All texts submitted in English Writing should be thoroughly proofread and corrected to
ensure they are predominantly free of typographical errors.

*

*

*

When using indented paragraphs, you can indicate a small shift in time with a line space. However,
use the above style (* * *) to indicate a section break, and remember not to indent this first
paragraph after the section break (see the start of this sentence)..
Remember your text should be Size 12 point in clear font such as Times New Roman, Arial,
Palatino, Baskerville, Calibri, Helvetica, or Gill Sans MT.
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Sample 2: Writing Folio Format
This is an example of using block paragraphs. The text here should be left aligned and the Prose
inclusions should be 1 ½ line spaced and poetry texts must be single line spaced, with a line space
between stanzas, if applicable.

In this form you do not indent new paragraphs as the line space between paragraphs indicates the
change of paragraph, however, it is vital to remember that all new lines of dialogue must be
indented.

“Please do not forget to correctly indent and punctuate your dialogue,” the teacher said to
the students.
“Do we have to?” came their reply.
“If you don’t you will compromise your Criterion 1 results.”

All texts submitted in English Writing should be thoroughly proofread and corrected to ensure they
are predominantly free of typographical errors.

*

*

*

Use the above style to indicate a section break..

Remember your text should be Size 12 point in clear font such as Times New Roman, Arial, Palatino,
Baskerville, Calibri, Helvetica, or Gill Sans MT.
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Sample 3: Formatting poetry
When you format poetry you use single spacing, which is different to the 1 ½ line spacing of this
paragraph. You must also leave a line space between stanzas. Your poetry should look like the examples
below. If you choose to experiment with the way you set out your poem on the page to emphasise
meaning, you must discuss this in your Reflective Statement.

Suite or Collection Title (if applicable)
Poem Title
This is line 1 of a poem.
This is line 2 of a poem.
This is line 3 of a poem.
You can see the poem is
in singe line spacing.
This is a new stanza and you
can see a line space has
been left above. When creating
poetry consider punctuation
carefully. You should
be very clear about your
punctuation choices in your
poem as this has an
impact on the rhythm and
flow of your verse.
Make sure you set out the
poem like this example
in terms of line spacing.

